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            The Covid 19 pandemic has besieged the entire world devastating every aspect 
of human life. The entire country had to be shut and all activities had to be stopped 
with minimum human interaction. The only way to break the virus spread chain was to 
make people follow social distancing and also to restrain them from moving out to avoid 
social connect. The Govt has locked down transport services, closed all public and 
private offices, factories, educational institutions and restricted mobilizations. The 
country is going through a recession affecting the unorganized sector, semiskilled 
workers and daily wage earners losing their job. Even the organized sector are not only 
cutting the salaries but also laying off their employees. Millions of workers rendered 
unemployed and stranded without money, food and shelter were forced to walk 
hundreds of miles back home with some dying during the journey. It also has a large 
negative effect for the large work force employed in agriculture sector. 
  There is all pervasive feeling of isolation, uncertainty, anger and hopelessness with 
economic meltdown causing huge psychological distress. Social stress is also caused by 
the travelling restrictions, disruption of cultural celebrations and limited health care and 
testing facilities, closure of places of entertainment and unplanned closure of schools 
and colleges. Although all age groups are at risk of contracting Covid 19, older people 
with decreased immunity face significant risk of developing severe illness especially 
those with medical conditions like high blood pressure, asthama, heart problems, 
diabetes etc. Most elderly people are aware that they are the most vulnerable people 
and social isolation along with overexposure to TV/Media news put them at greater risk 
of depression and anxiety. People are craving freedom and anxious to resume their 
usual lifestyle. 
  However, there are silver lining and opportunities in every crisis. Technologies offered 
solutions for distributed work place and socialization activities online.  Social distancing 
norm has made organizations switch to work from home, compelling people to 
multitask managing work and home at the same time. There is an increased use of 
technology among various strata; new users are now open to technology. People are 
coming up with ways to spend quality time exploring their other interests like art, 
music, reading or acquainting themselves with technology. Lock down and travel ban 
has significantly reduced loss of life and property due to road accidents. The 
environment and ecosystem has been restored and air quality index improved. Covid 19 
has brought us to our humanity to refashion world as kinder, gentler place because we 
have felt the breath of death. 
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             I congratulate ‘e-Journal’ sub-committee for timely publication of volume 
4(2) of ARICARE news. The ARICARE news was started its journey in 2017 as a bi-
yearly e-newsletter with the initiative of the then ‘e-journal and Facebook’ sub-
committee and the first issue of volume-1 was published in January, 2017. The 
ARICARE news has gained name and fame among the retired and serving employees of 
ICAR beside others.  

The different Sub-committees of ARICARE formed for the year 2019-2020 are 
functioning very nicely. The ‘Picnic, get-together and cultural’ sub-committee organized 
the picnic in a befitted manner in the new year on 18th January, 2020 at Purba Kalikata 
Matsyajibi Samavai Samity Ltd., Vill. Naskarhat, PO. Tiljala, 24-Parganas (S), Kolkata - 
700 039, near EM Bypass. The launching of ARICARE website was initiated in 2019 and 
the courses of meeting were held in this regard. The details’ regarding the website was 
discussed for finalization in the Governing Body-cum- General body meeting on 
26.02.2020 at ICAR -NINFET, Tollygunge .Now the ARICARE website is 
www.aricare.in. On that day, the felicitation was given to four super senior members 
of age 80 years or more with due respect and honour.From March, 2020 and onwards, 
the people of India is facing severe health crisis due to Novel Corona virus (COVID-19) 
infection and it has affected all walks of life. Protecting lives of people suffering from 
the disease as well as frontline health responders have been the priority of nations. As 
COVID-19 cases are increasing fast, there is great concern about the disease’s potential 
spread and impact. Government has swung into actions since the Corona virus attack 
created an unprecedented situation. India declared a three-week nation-wide lockdown 
starting March 25, 2020 in the initial phase, which was subsequently extended for 
achieving satisfactory containment of the virus spread. 

During these challenging times, COVID-19 pandemic has great impact on 
agriculture, food security and livelihoods in India. In view of continuing restrictions on 
movements of people and vehicular traffic, the concerns have been raised regarding 
negative implications of COVID19 pandemic on the farm economy. This is the peak 
of rabi season in India and crops like wheat, gram, lentil, mustard, etc. (including paddy 
in irrigated tracts) are at harvestable stage or almost reaching maturity. This is also the 
time when the farm harvests reach the mandis (market yards) for assured procurement 
operations by designated Government agencies. Moreover, any severe disruption to the 
supply of perishable fruits and vegetables, dairy products, fish, etc. having mobilized to 
meet the increasing demand from a bulging middle class as well as urban and rural 
consumers, may create irreparable damage to all actors in the supply chain. 

The migration of workers from few parts to their native places has also triggered 
panic buttons, as they are crucial for both harvesting operations and post-harvest  
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handling of produce in storage and marketing centers. The Union Home Ministry, 
in a very significant move, has notified to exclude movement of farmers, farm laborers 
and harvesting and sowing-related machines from the purview of lockdown. As the 
lockdown proceeds, the prices of commodities can be expected to rise, farmers are 
unlikely to be the beneficiaries; most benefits are expected to flow to wholesale and 
retail traders as well as other middlemen. 

The Indian Government has quickly responded to the crisis and announced 
several relief packages, which includes food and cash transfers. Several state 
Governments have announced their own support packages. The Indian Council of 
Agricultural Research (ICAR) has issued state-wise guidelines for farmers to be followed 
during the lockdown period. The advisory mentions specific practices during harvest 
and threshing of various rabi (winter sown) crops as well as post-harvest, storage and 
marketing of the farm produce. The central and state Governments have recognized the 
challenge and responded aggressively for controlling the disease as well as the 
economic functions. 

The Annual General Meeting of the ARICARE could not be  held in time which 
was usually scheduled in June, 2020 for the COVID-19 situation. However, the treasurer 
has submitted the accounts of the society online for the period 2019-2020. I express 
my sincere thanks to the members of the Governing body, Executive committee, all the 
Conveners and members of different sub-committee and all members of ARICARE for 
successful completion of the activities during 2019-2020 for their whole hearted support 
and co-operation. I wish good health and mental strength for all members of ARICARE 
and their family during unlock phases of COVID-19 pandemic. 

 ( Source : Dr D. C. Nayak , Former Principal Scientist & Head , ICAR – NBSS & LUP 
and presently Asstt. Secretary , ARICARE ). 
 
 
 
        We , the  Members of ‘e- Journal’ Sub – Committee constituted for Association 
of Retired Indian Council of Agricultural Research Employees ( ARICARE)  have  
accomplished the task of the preparation of e- journal for the period from February , 
2020 to July , 2020 and the issue  published as Vol. 4 No. 2 is presented herein for  
read-through of everyone. The ongoing period is a   pandemic situation not only in 
India but in the entire World due to Nobel Corona virus Outbreak and World Health 
Organization (WHO) has announced COVID -19  ( SARS –CoV-2) outbreak as a  Global 
pandemic on 11th March , 2020.Pandemics are expected as the virus is able to infect 
people easily and can spread from person to person in an efficient and sustained way.  
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            As a preventive measure against the spread of  Covid – 19 pandemic in India , 
Nationwide lockdown was  put into force for a total period of 68 days from 25th  March 
to 31st May , 2020 followed by unlock through gradual opening of economic activities , 
although lockdown along with restricted night movement is still  under practice in 
several Containment or severe outbreak zones of different places in our Country.  
          It is striking to note that our Agri- activities including various farm operations  
have been , inspite of lockdown , continuing across the country maintaining safety  
measures  So, the overall supply situation of the essential food items does not appear 
to be too worrisome in our country at this point. Agricultural activities have been 
announced by Govt. of India as an essential one and in learning to live with corona 
virus, we must also realize Agriculture being the savior. 
Besides GB meeting held on 26th February , 2020 before National lockdown, the 
activities of ARICARE   have been brought under restraint  due to restriction in vehicular 
as well as people’s movement amidst pandemic situation. This issue of ARICARE News 
is a compendium of our activities and events for the last 6 ( six) months with a focus on 
News / Technology Summary and Healthy Tips so to as remain all the elderly people 
safe ,  mentally energetic and sound physique .Savings option for a Sr. Citizens has 
become  narrow due to decline in rate of Interest at a regular intervals and so the best 
selection of investments has been illustrated herein. With an passionate hope for every 
one of us to remain healthy , Medical IPD facility available in ICAR empanelled Hospitals 
is mentioned in this issue thus necessitating  ICAR Retirees and dependents  to receive 
the medical assistance in urgency. Some of the new introductions in this issue of 
ARICARE News are  Travelogue, Humors , Words of Wisdom and more interestingly a 
Bengali write up  describing about legendary singer Late Manna Dey. Travel options are 
severely curbed across the globe and as such Travelogue may turn out to be interesting 
one to our readers. It is hoped that all the contents of the present issue of ARICARE 
News may arouse significance and enthusiasm among all who have come across 
ARICARE publication.  
 
               The Editorial Board of ARICARE news , has expressed contentment and 
satisfaction for  being able to release  the present issue in this difficult period of 
pandemic situation  prevailing across the country and the committee members have 
articulated  a deep sense of appreciation to all the members for  wholehearted support 
to enrich the ARICARE News  with well documented thoughts and reflection in varied 

aspects. With good   wishes to all of you to remain Healthy and Cheerful. 
 

 

 
                     The 3rd G.B. meeting was held on 26th February, 2020 at ICAR-NIFET, 
Tollygunge, Kolkata. 41  Members were present in the meeting and 3 Retired ICAR 
employees present in the meeting  have become life member of ARICARE.  
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             The proposed website of ARICARE ( www. aricare.in) was presented by the 
website launcher and suggestions of members were recorded for further modification. 
Photo and brief details of each member has been  included in the website. For which, 
each member  was  required to submit a soft copy of their recent passport size 
photograph (if soft copy not available hard copy may be given) along with a brief 
personal details as per a Format  being  circulated .  
 
 Felicitation to Our Members 
            Felicitation to  Super Senior members having completed 80 or more years of 
age ,   was given to  Dr. Durga Prasad Ghorai, Dr. Apurba Kumar Bandyopadhyay, Dr. 
Partha  Sarathi Sengupta and  Mrs. Biva Nandy (family pensioner) with due respect and 
honour.  Mrs. Biva Nandy could not be present in person but she was represented by 
her son and grandson. Dr. Ghorai and Dr. Bandyopadhyay were accompanied with their 
spouses.   

   

Dr Durga Prasad Ghoroi                     Dr. Apurba Kumar Bandyopadhyay 

   

Relatives  of Mrs. Biva Nandy            Dr. Partha  Sarathi Sengupta 
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        The 4th Governing Body Meeting  was held on 24th July, 2020 through “Google 

Meet” App ( https ://meet.google.com/nng-amyk-hfi) . In this Virtual  platform ,  14 

members were present in the meeting. The president welcomed the members and 

wished good physical and mental health of all members of ARICARE during the 

pandemic Covid19 situation.  Different important issues like distribution of surgical mask 

among the poor  people in Corona virus affected locality, activation and proper running 

of WhatsApp group of ARICARE, minutiae of the Website and New membership drive 

etc were discussed in the meeting. A separate fund can be generated in ARICARE 

through donation from our members  in order to work for any  benevolent effort in our 

Society.  During the period, it is a matter of great appreciation that 3 Retired ICAR 

employees ( Dr.K.D.Sah, NBSS&LUP, Regional Centre, Kolkata; Shri Pradip Kumar De, 

CIFE; Dr. Satyabrata Maiti, DMAPR  have become life member of ARICARE. It was also 

decided to organize 3-4 group meetings comprising of 20-25 members covering all 

members of ARICARE through “Google Meet” App in the month of August, 2020 . 

 

 

The following persons retired from ICAR  , have become Life Member during the period 

from February , 2020 to July , 2020. 

          

      Dr Sanat Kumar Dutta , ICAR –CSSR  Shri Asim Kumar Betal , ICAR –CIAI 
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Life Member 
 



   

   Shri Ratan Kumar Das , ICAR          Dr.Kapil Deo Sah,ICAR-NBSS & LUP    
        Research Complex for NEH Region   
 

             
        Dr Satyabrata Maiti ,                 Shri Pradip Kumar De , ICAR-CIFE 
       ICAR -  DMAPR 

      
      Dr. Dilip Kumar Kundu,    ICAR-CRIJAF     
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Dr. S. C. Saha,   Former Principal Scientist,  ICAR -NINFET, Kolkata  
               
             Most investors want to make investments in such a way that they get sky-high 
returns as fast as possible without the risk of losing the principal money. This is the 
reason why many investors are always on the lookout for top investment plans where 
they can double their money in few months or years with little or no risk. 
However, it is a fact that investment products that give high returns with low risk do 
not exist. In reality, risk and returns are directly related.The ideal investment for a 
senior citizen should deliver a balance between both income and growth. However, this 
also depends on the needs of every individual. These investments give regular income, 
including regular monthly income and can satisfy senior citizens’ day-to-day expenses. 
 

Senior citizen savings scheme 

           Probably the first choice of most retirees, the Senior Citizens' Saving Scheme 
(SCSS) is a must-have in their investment portfolios. As the name suggests, only senior 
citizens or early retirees can invest in this scheme. SCSS can be availed from a post 
office or a bank by anyone above 60. SCSS has a five-year tenure, which can be further 
extended by three years once the scheme matures. Currently, the interest rate that can 
be earned on SCSS is 7.4 per cent per annum, payable quarterly and is fully taxable. 
The upper investment limit is Rs 15 lakh, and one may open more than one account. 
 

• This option allows you to invest a sum from Rs.500 to Rs.15 lakh depending on 
your savings. 

•  It features a fixed term of 5 years that can be stretched to further 3 years. 
•  It offers you the interest rate of 7.4% and is a safe investment option. 
• Investments in SCSS are tax deductible up to Rs 1.5 lakh per annum but the       

interest on the same is taxable.    

Pradhan Mantri Vaya Vandana Yojana 

           Pradhan Mantri Vaya Vandana Yojana (PMVVY) is a type of fixed deposit (called a 
pension due to marketing reasons) with LIC (Life Insurance Corporation). It has tenure 
of 10 years and an interest rate of 7.4%. The interest payable under PMVVY is fully 
taxable. The upper investment limit is Rs 15 lakh. There is no tax deduction on 
investment in PMVVY under Section 80C. Since PMVVY is held with LIC (Life Insurance 
Corporation), it is relatively a low risk investment. 
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https://www.paisabazaar.com/saving-schemes/pradhan-mantri-vaya-vandana-yojana-pmvvy/


Post office monthly income scheme (MIS) 

• This is the best savings scheme that enables you to deposit a maximum of 
Rs.4.5 lakh for single ownership and up to Rs.9 lakh for joint accounts. 

• This monthly income scheme in India offers you an interest rate up to 6.6% in a 
scheme that is known offer reliable returns, though the income is taxable. 

•  This option provides steady and safe returns unaffected by market forces. 
• The money from post office goes directly to the government and hence there is   

almost no chance of default. 

Post Office Term Deposit 

     The Post office Term Deposit ( POTD) is a fixed deposit where one can save money 
for a definite time period , earning a guaranteed return through the tenure of the 
deposit.At the end of the deposit’s tenure, the maturity amount comprises the capital 
deposited and the interest ( 6.7 %) after 5 years. The capital in POTD is completely 
protected in Post Office.  

Bank monthly income scheme 
 
             A monthly interest fixed deposit is a type of term deposit, where the interest 
earned is credited directly back to the investors account per month. This is a fixed 
deposit that earns an interest in much the same way as a regular fixed deposit does 
with a few differences. The difference being that with a monthly income plan, the 
investors either have access to the interest earned on a monthly basis. Banks usually 
allow depositors to earn interest every month from regular fixed deposits at discounted 
interest rates. The monthly income plans are generally linked to a savings bank 
account. 

Bank Fixed Deposit 

            The fixed deposit is one of the most popular investment avenues and many 
people prefer Bank Fds over equities as the former is considered safe. Fixed deposit 
Schemes are also known as Term Deposits. The interest for a 5 year Term deposit is 
6.3 % but the interest is variable from Bank to another Bank.   

Debt funds 

        Debt funds are ideal for investors who want steady returns. They are less volatile 
and, hence, less risky compared to equity funds. Debt mutual funds primarily invest in 
fixed-interest generating securities like corporate bonds, government securities, 
treasury bills, commercial paper and other money market instruments.  

• Since these are mutual funds that focus on fixed income investments, they are 
considered safe. 
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• Long-term debt funds can offer you a higher value depending on the 

performance of the market. 
• They rank high in return on investment and provide you returns that can go as 

high as per annum. 
• They also offer high liquidity, though you may need to pay a charge for 

withdrawal before the minimum investment term. 

Liquid Funds 

      Liquid fund is an open ended debt mutual fund scheme , ideal for a short term 
investment without any risk .It invests primarily in money market instruments like 
certificate of deposits, T- bills ,commercial papers and Term deposits. Maturity of the 
fund is 3-6 months and investors can enter /exist the scheme whenever desired. 

 Mutual Funds 

        Mutual Funds can bring an element of growth and wealth creation in the portfolio 
of senior citizens. Instead senior citizens can achieve high investment returns by 
investing in mutual funds of a general nature. Among equity funds, large cap funds are 
relatively low risk while mid and small cap funds are high-risk high return. Equity 
mutual funds held for longer than 1 year are taxed at just 10% for gains above Rs 1 
lakh. If held for less than 1 year, they are taxed at 15%. Debt mutual funds are taxed 
at slab rate for gains made within 3 years of investment and at 20% with indexation for 
gains made after 3 years.Indexation reduces the tax liability to account for inflation. A 
particular category of mutual funds (ELSS) funds are eligible for tax deduction under 
Section 80C for investments up to Rs 1.5 lakh per annum.   

Public Provident Fund ( PPF) 

       The Public Provident Fund (PPF) is one product a lot of people turn to. Since the 
PPF has a long tenure of 15 years, the impact of compounding of tax-free interest is 
huge, especially in the later years. Further, since the interest earned and the principal 
invested is backed by sovereign guarantee, it makes it a safe investment.  
One of the best investment plans in India, PPF is a savings cum tax instrument that 
helps you build wealth for retirement. Though it’s has a long lock-in period, 15 years, 
the same works in favour of the investor as it gives the money more time to grow. Also, 
PPF falls under EEE (exempt, exempt, exempt) category. It means the contributions 
made, interest ( presently  at 7.1%) earned, and maturity proceeds are exempt from 
income tax.  

National savings certificate (NSC): A prudent mode of investment, NSCs come with 
a maturity period of 5 years. With investments made up to Rs. 1.5 lakh eligible for  
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tax deduction under section 80C of the Income Tax Act, the interest earned not subject 
to market volatility, and you can also use your NSC certificate as a collateral for a loan.  

               Also, interests earned on NSC certificates are not subjected to TDS which 
adds to the maturity amount. Currently, NSC certificates give you an annual return of 
6.8%. This rate is revised by the Central government on a quarterly basis. Choosing the 
best investment plan would help you meet various needs at different stages of your life. 
Make sure to make any investment decision with a financial goal in mind as  will give 
you a sense of prolonged gratification. 

           These are some of the best short term investment options in India for those 
who are retired or considering retirement. Your ultimate decision however, is based on 
whether you are willing to take risks, especially as some of these schemes are 
influenced by market forces. Moreover, one can invest in Small Finance Bank created by 
RBI under the guidance of Government of India to serve small business units, small and 
marginal farmers, micro and small industries and unorganized entities. FD interest rate 
is more than Nationalized Bank. One can invest after verifying  details.  

Note: Interest rates are varying. Therefore check the interest rate before investment.  
 
 
 
Two elderly gentlemen from a retirement center were sitting on a bench under a tree 
when one turns to the other and says: "Slim, I'm 83 years old now and I'm just full of 
aches and pains. I know you're about my age. How do you feel?" 
Slim says: "I feel just like a new born baby." 
"Really? Like a newborn baby?" 
"Yep. No hair, no teeth, and I think I just wet my pants." 

 
 

. 
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 *Humor  *- Two elderly gentlemen from a retirement center were sitting on a bench 

under a tree when one turns to the other and says: "Slim, I'm 83 years old now and I'm just 

full of aches and pains. I know you're about my age. How do you feel?" 

Slim says: "I feel just like a new born baby." 

"Really? Like a newborn baby?" 

"Yep. No hair, no teeth, and I think I just wet my pants." 

*Humor* - A: I have the perfect son. 

B: Does he smoke? 

A: No, he doesn't. 

B: Does he drink whiskey? 

A: No, he doesn't. 

B: Does he ever come home late? 

A: No, he doesn't. 

B: I guess you really do have the perfect son. How old is he? 

A: He will be six months old next Wednesday 

 

 

https://www.bajajfinserv.in/insights/5-best-short-term-investment-schemes-to-make-money


 
Exploring Caves of Cappadocia in Turkey  
 
Dr K. K. Satapathy , Former Director , ICAR – NINFET 
 
           We have heard of caves and caveman of stone age. These ancient caves still 
exist in Cappidocia region of central Turkey and were inhabited by people until recent 
times. Cappadocia is the largest cave dwelling regions of the world and a major tourist 
attraction of Turkey where thousands of tourists flock every year. I had the opportunity 
of visiting the place as a part of Greece-Turkey package tour organized by a tour 
agency in Kolkata during July 2018. We reached there from Istanbul (Turkey) by road 
after visit of few other tourist places and night halts. There are two airports near 
Cappadocia and one can reach there by air also. The highways in Turkey are excellent 
and the road journey was quite comfortable. The areas approaching Cappadocia are 
undulating valley lands between hills with large number of wind mills, green houses and 
sprinkler irrigated crop fields. The area is famous for many horticulture and agricultural 
crops viz. apple, pear, pomegranate, cotton, sunflower, potato, cherry, sugar beet etc.  

      We reached a place called Uchisar 5 kilometer short of our destination in the 
afternoon. Uchisar is situated at the highest point of Cappidocia and provided a 
magnificent panoramic view of the Gorem valley and surrounding mountainous area. 
The area has huge exposed rocks all around; some are outcrops of narrow conical 
shapes. The area has huge exposed rocks all around; some are outcrops of narrow 
conical shapes. Ancient people made large no. of caves and lived there. Ceramic 
production is prevalent in the area for centuries. We visited a ceramic workshop cum 
display shop featuring many beautiful pieces. We were, however, totally exhausted 
after 12 hour journey; we checked into the designated hotel nearby and rested for the 
night.  

   

Cappidocia in Central Turkey                      Man – made Caves in Mountain Slopes 
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  We had whole day Cappadocia tour next day.The region of cappadocia in central 
Turkey is home to one of the most spectacular land shapes in the world with deep 
valleys and soaring rock formations where nature and history integrates. Standing 1000 
meters above sea level, the Cappadocia relief is a high plateau, pierced by volcanic 
peaks that create a visually stunning landscape which includes dramatic expanses of 
rock shaped into towers, cones, valleys and caves. This world famous weird rock 
formations sometimes shaped like mushrooms, pillars and even animals scattered all 
over the area. There are ancient settlements in numerous cave houses in honey 
combed fashion excavated on the rocks, cliff walls where people lived for millennia. 
There were thousands cave houses all around - a photographer’s delight. The soft sand 
stones made it easy to carve out caves large enough to create their own homes inside. 
It takes a lot of clambering to go to the caves at higher elevations and have a breath 
taking view of desert barren land all around. There are also large no ( about 40) of 
complete underground cities with network of tunnel complexes with areas for sleeping, 
communal rooms, bath rooms, ventilation shafts, water tanks, tombs.etc sometimes up 
to eight stories. No wonder, UNESCO has declared Cappadocia as world heritage site.  

              Human settlement in the region dates back to the Paleolithic era (old stone 
age-2.5 million years ago up to 10000 BC) when hunters and gatherers human lived in 
caves.The Hitties, an ancient group of Indo European people moved to this area and 
established colonies around 1200 BC. Through the ages, the Hitties, Parsians, Alexander 
the great, Romans, the Byzantine empire, Ottoman empire have all governed this 
spectacular region. Cities, empires, and religions have risen and fallen around these 
underground havens. These underground networks were used by the early Christians to 
escape persecution at the hands of Romans and later from invading Arab civilizations. 

     

Cone Type Rock Formation                        Rock Formation and Cave Dwellings 
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 Walking down the narrow streets inside the cave complex one can find many 
‘chimneys’, ‘cones’ and other rock formations some of which have been converted into 
apartments, guest houses and even luxury hotels. There is Gorem open air museum 
where caves have been converted into churches which had been used by Byzantine 
monks and later became a sacred place and pilgrimage center for Christians. The 
museum is famous for colorful frescos describing life Jesus Christ carved out of 
sandstone wall. The visit to the underground city at Derinkuyu was most exciting and 
simply unbelievable. The underground city has eight stories with 600 entrances and 
miles and miles of tunnels connecting with many other underground cities and villages 
covering hundred squares of miles in the area. These underground complexes were 
originally built to hide from the attack of wild animals and hard winter conditions. Later, 
the cities were enlarged to accommodate large numbers of Christians who were trying 
to escape persecution by Roman soldiers. Tourists are allowed to visit some parts of 
this underground city.   Cappadocia is the name of the region and there are a number of 
towns at short distances. The cities are well planned with good roads and nice 
buildings. The people are friendly and apparently well off; old people are seen gossiping 
and idling their time in the roadside shops. There were large number of souvenir stalls. 
On the outskirts, we passed through fertile plains, partially irrigated agricultural crops 
producing wheat, grapes etc. There was lot of pumpkin crops, the seeds of which is a 
delicacy in the area. Cappadocia produces good grapes for wine production. We were 
also taken to a winery and tested small amount local wine (sharab in local language) 
which was given free. We also visited one precious stone store; some stone displayed 
were Turkey specific.  

 

Underground city at Derinkuyu 

        We were totally exhausted in the full days tour and back to hotel in the evening. 
The amazing tour thus came to an end. Next morning, we reached the airport at 
Keysary city after one hour drive and boarded flight via Istanbul to Athens. Cappadocia 
was one of the most memorable trips of my life.  
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Novel   Nutri-Feed  to Improve Cattle Health and Boost Milk Production in 
Eastern India. 

 

Dr M. S. Basu , Former Director , ICAR – DGR 
 
               Output of milk is directly related to the health of milch animal which is 
primarily governed by intake of quality feed having balanced nutrition. Livestock in 
Assam, Bihar, Jharkhand, Odisha and West Bengal depend largely on paddy-straw 
which is poor in nutritive value, more precisely devoid of protein, essential for health 
and vitality. Necessarily, the situation demands providing quality feed to milch animal 
for reasonable output of milk in a sustainable manner than by largely adopted unethical 
practice of injecting Oxytocin to extract more milk at the cost of cattle health. Here is 
the novel way to fortify paddy straw, which should improve health of cattle and thereby 
boost milk production in an inexpensive and animal health-friendly way.  
Dry groundnut vine (haulm) is known for its nutrient value in terms of Total Digestible 
Nutrients (50%); Crude Fibre (21%); Crude Protein (12%); Digestible Protein (8%); 
and Calcium and Potassium (1-2%). Whereas, the paddy straw conventionally used as 
feed in rice producing states, which hardly contain 4% protein against recommended 
minimum level of 6% as required to prevent weight loss. Realizing the fact, dairy 
farmers in Saurashtra Region of Gujarat depend heavily on dry groundnut vines as 
cattle feed, which are mixed with green fodders, contributing towards animal health 
and maintaining milk production at optimum level.  
Unlike Gujarat and some other parts in southern states, such a high-quality fodder is 
burnt in the field after detaching the pods in almost all the eastern states and more 
particularly in West Bengal where groundnut is grown in about 65,000 ha. According to 
rough estimate 7-8 tons of groundnut vines produced per hectare are destroyed by 
burning, which is a colossal waste of high value feed and the cattle are left to survive 
on paddy straw, poor in nutritional value.  
 
Proposal to improve feed using groundnut waste: 
 
Groundnut in West Bengal is grown during Kharif season in limited areas in the uplands 
of Bankura, Birbhum, Jhargram and Purulia; whereas the crop is grown extensively 
during Rabi season after harvest of paddy in the districts of Purba Medinipur, Hooghly, 
24-Parganas and to some extent in Char areas of Nadia and Murshidabad. Productivity 
of Rabi groundnut is almost double than the harvest of Kharif season and Purba 
Medinipur district alone contributes about 40,000 tons of nuts in shell with an area close 
to 19,000 ha. Such a situation is one of the unique in developing groundnut based agri-
entrepreneurs, venturing in seed, feed, food and oil and thereby creating employment 
opportunities at the village level.  
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Purba Medinipur has a strategic advantage being in close proximity to the state of 
Odisha where groundnut is grown in about 150,000 ha both during Kharif and Rabi  
season. Paradoxically, the state is seed hungry, solely depending on seed supply from 
Telengana and Andhra Pradesh. Purba Medinipur, therefore, could have played as 
Groundnut Seed Hub supplying tons of high value seed to Odisha and neighboring 
states beside developing the following products/ byproducts.   
1.    Production of nutrient-rich Cattle Feed by fortifying paddy straw with dry 
groundnut vines, top up with required vitamins and minerals and packed in the form of 
compressed feed block for easy transportation. 
2.    Extraction of Oil (double filtered) by establishing Tiny Oil Mill with a production 
capacity of 300 kg oil per day per unit, at the village level. The same Tint Oil Mill can be 
utilized for extraction of Sesamum, Mustard, Niger, etc. locally available to run the mill 
round the year. 
3.    Preparation of Poultry Feed (pellet), rich in protein and omega3 using maize 
(hqpm) linseed, groundnut shell and oilcake. 
The most convenient operational site could be the Egra Block, close to IIT, Kharagpur, 
West Bengal and Balasore being the bordering district in the state of Odisha, where 
groundnut is an important crop.   
 

 
 
A view of Groundnut Crop 
 
This is an opportunity, where WB Agro Industries Corporation/ NABARD, etc. may come  
forward to support Agri-entrepreneurs development for manufacturing of groundnut-
based food, feed and oil besides converting Egra into a Groundnut Seed Hub to improve 
rice based agrarian economy.  
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In addition, the State could be a destination for value added feed supporting milch 
animals and poultry birds for the buyers from neighboring states. The compressed, 
wholesome feed blocks wrapped properly can be stored at the block/ district level at a 
much lesser space and can be transported easily from one state to another supporting 
livestock in case of national disaster due to flood, drought, etc. mitigating acute feed 
shortages at ease.  
            Separate agri-entrepreneurs who will be dealing with groundnut-based food 
and feed should be provided with Pressing and Baling Machine, Poultry Feed Pellet 
Making Machine, Tiny Oil Mill and Packaging Equipment which may not cost beyond Rs. 
50 lakh, all together. This has social ramification in terms of improving rural economy 
and health for both human and animal. 
 
 

Scope to Convert Potential of Purba Medinipur in West Bengal as Groundnut 
Seed Hub for Eastern States 
 
Dr M. S. Basu , Former Director , ICAR - DGR 
 
 
                   Groundnut is an important oilseed crop contributing 40% of total oilseeds. 
India ranks first in area (5.95 million ha.) and second in production (7.54 million tons) 
with productivity of 1268 kg/ha (2010-11) which is much lower than USA (3000 kg/ha) 
and China (2600 kg/ha). Considering the current scenario, several issues have been 
identified which needs to be addressed for enhancing the productivity and sustainability 
for groundnut cultivation in India. Among major issues, timely availability of quality 
seed is the most important one which needs to be addressed by following various 
proven seed production system models besides conventional (Breeder-Foundation-
Certified) system of seed multiplication, which is weak and time taking in existing 
system. 
             Seed constraint is likely to increase with the commercialization and increase in 
area of groundnut. The public seed production network will not be able to meet the 
demand. It is also unlikely that private firms will enter in the groundnut seed production 
system.A possible role is to involve the farmers in quality seed production system which 
may lead to less seed cost and timely available to meet the seed requirement of these 
areas a higher demand on groundnut seed produced in other traditional areas is 
envisaged. In relation to such demand, requires development of cheap storage for 
storing the seed in situ without loss of viability. Establishment of special seed grid may 
also consider catering the need of non-traditional area including eastern region of India.  
Groundnut is bulky crop, seed storage for long time is problematic as seed loses its 
viability quickly especially in humid places. Therefore, large scale production during Rabi 
season especially in paddy fallow land may be exploited which not only gives higher  
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yield but also reduces the necessity of seed storage for longer time and the seeds will 
be utilized in the immediate Kharif season.Among the eastern zone of India, West 
Bengal is covering an area of 65,826 ha under groundnut with total production 1,13,018 
tons, out of which East Medinipur district alone contributes 38,535 tons with an area of  
18,804 ha amounts to 29 % of total area during Rabi season (Directorate of Agriculture, 
WB, 2009-10) indicating a large scope for establishment of special seed grid to cater 
the needs of West Bengal and neighboring states like Andhra Pradesh, Odisha and 
Chhattisgarh.  
 
Purba Medinipur 
Purba Medinipur district is an administrative unit in the Indian state of West Bengal. It 
is the southernmost district of Burdwan division – one of the three administrative 
divisions of West Bengal. The headquarter is located at Tamluk. It was formed on 
January 1, 2002 after the Partition of Midnapore into Purba Medinipur and Paschim 
Medinipur which lies at the northern and western border of it. The state of Odisha is at 
the south-west border where as the Bay of Bengal lies in the south; the Hooghly 
river and South 24 Parganas district to the east and Howrah district to the north-east. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Classification of soil 

 

 

 

 

 

Temperature- (24 - 40 0 C) 

 

Climate 
 
East medinipur comes in Coastal old floodplain with average annual rainfall 1,664 mm. 
The district is low lying and level part of the deltas of the river system Ganga.  
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Underground water table is present at shallow water depth with high salt content. Soil 
of the district is mostly Vindya alluvium and coastal alluvium.  
 
 
Conclusion 
 
In view of above-mentioned factors, East Medinipur has the potentiality for organizing 
the seed production programmes as it is a compact block ideal for production, 
processing and storage in one place which is accessible to highways. Further breeder 
seed production can be taken up by adopting latest technologies like polyethene 
mulching and application of micronutrients to increase the productivity. Large scope for 
establishment of seed grid for supplying the required quantity seeds of groundnut not 
only to West Bengal but also neighboring states like Odisha and Andhra Pradesh. This 
will ultimately result in increasing seed as well as Varietal Replacement Rate (VRR) in 
West Bengal and other nearby states on project area basis on large scale. 
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* Humor * - A   person who speaks two languages is bilingual. 
   A person who speaks three languages is trilingual. 
  A person who speaks four or more languages is multilingual. 
  What is a person who speaks one language? 
  An  American 

* Humor * - Patient: Doctor, please do the operation safely. This is my 

first operation. 

Doctor: It’s my first operation too 

* Humor * -  An elderly gentleman had serious hearing problems for a 
number of years. He went to the doctor and the doctor was able to have 
him fitted for a set of hearing aids that allowed the gentleman to hear 
100 %. 
The elderly gentleman went back in a month to the doctor and the doctor 
said: "Your hearing is perfect. Your family must be really pleased that you 
can hear again." 
The gentleman replied, "Oh, I haven't told my family yet. I just sit around 
and listen to their conversations. I've changed my Will three times!" 
The gentleman replied, "Oh, I haven't told my family yet. I just sit around 
and listen to their conversations. I've changed my Will three times!" 
 

 

 



 

Dr Gautam Roy , Former Principal Scientist , ICAR – NINFET 

বড় ো  ববস্ময়  লোড়ে  হেবি  হ োমোড়ি 
 

ড: হেৌ ম  িোয়  

অনুড়লখক – “জীবড়নি জলসোঘড়ি” - আনন্দ পোববলশোসস। হলখক – 

“মোন্নো হে মোন্নযবড়িষু” - অঞ্জবল পোববলশোসস।– “মোন্নো হে” - পোরুল 

প্রকোশনী, প্রব ষ্ঠো ো সম্পোেক - মোন্নো হে সঙ্গী  একোড়ডমী          

সত্যিই  বড় ো  ত্বস্ময় লোড়ে। আমোর মড়যো এক অজ্ঞোয, নেণ্ি এবং সম্পূণ্ণ অনি এক জেড়যর এক সোমোনি 
মোনুষ ত্ক কড়র যে ওই ত্িমোলয় সদশৃ উচ্চযোর মোনুড়ষর এড়যো কোছোকোত্ছ চড়ল এড়সত্ছলোম - যসটো যেড়ব সত্যিই  ত্বত্স্ময 

িই! েোাঁড়ক যদড়শর রোষ্ট্রপত্য অবত্ি সম্মোন জোনোন ত্নড়জই যপোত্িয়োম যেড়ক  যনড়ম এড়স পদ্ম েূষণ্ সম্মোন িোড়য যুড়ল যদন, 

েোাঁড়ক  শুিু একবোর যচোড়ের যদেো যদেড়য, েোাঁর েোন শুনড়য যদড়শর এবং ত্বড়দড়শর িোজোর িোজোর মোনুষ পোেল - আত্ম 

জোত্ননো আমোর যকোন পুড়ণ্ির ফড়ল ত্যত্ন িড়য়  উড়েত্ছড়লন  আমোর সবড়চড়য় কোড়ছর  মোনুষ, আমোর  ত্িয় এবং  শ্রদ্ধোর 

কোকু,  েোাঁর কোড়ছ ত্নত্িণদ্বোয় ত্নড়জর সমস্ত েোড়লোলোেো, মন্দলোেো এবং অত্েমোড়নর কেো বলো েোয়, বলো েোড়লো - বলোর 

আড়েই ত্যত্ন অদু্ভয েোড়বই বুড়ে যেড়যন সবত্কছু ত্নড়জর সোংঘোত্যক যীক্ষ্ণ মননশীলযো  ত্দড়য় । ত্যত্ন আমোড়দর এযই 

কোড়ছর মোনুষ িড়য় উড়েত্ছড়লন  যে ত্নড়জই আমোড়দর যফোন কড়র আমোড়দর বোত্  চড়ল আসড়যন। 

 ত্কংবদন্তী সঙ্গীয ত্শল্পী ত্িড়সড়ব এবং অসোমোনি এক সরুকোর ত্িড়সড়ব কোকুর পত্রচয় সবোর-ই  জোনো। িয়ড়যো 
আমোর যচড়য় যবশীই জোনো।  ত্কন্তু একজন অসোমোনি মরমী মোনুষ ত্িড়সড়ব ওনোড়ক  যেেোড়ব আত্ম ত্দড়নর পর ত্দন 

যদড়েত্ছ, ত্বড়শষ কড়র ওনোর আত্মজীবনী "জীবড়নর জলসোঘড়র" অনুড়লেড়নর সমড়য় এই েীষণ্ েোড়ব িচোর ত্বমুে 
মোনুষটিড়ক যেেোড়ব আত্বষ্কোর কড়রত্ছ ত্দড়নর পর ত্দন, যেরকম অদু্ভয সুন্দর আর েোড়লোবোসো সমদৃ্ধ  যোাঁর মড়নর পত্রচয় 

যপড়য়ত্ছ  ত্দড়নর পর ত্দন, যোর সত্যিই  যকোড়নো  যুলনো িয়নো। ত্যত্ন েেন যোাঁর ত্শল্পী সত্ত্বোয়  ত্বড়েোর েোকড়যন, যেন 

ত্যত্ন েোন ছো ো, সরু ছো ো পতৃ্েবীর আর ত্কছুই বেুড়যন নো।  আবোর যসই অদু্ভয কঠিন মোনুষই েেন আবোর  ত্িয় 

মোনুষড়দর সড়ঙ্গ বড়স আড্ডো  ত্দড়যন ঘন্টোর পর ঘন্টো, নোনোন মজোর মজোর েল্প আর চুটত্ক যশোনোড়যন, মজো কড়র অনি 

মোনুষড়দর কেোবোযণ ো নকল কড়র যদেোড়যন - যেন যসই ত্যত্নই িড়য় উেড়যন এক িোণ্চঞ্চল ত্শশু। যসই একই মোনুষ েেন 

আবোর রোস্তোয় ত্েকু্ষড়কর েোন শুড়ন সুড়রর মূছণ নোয় ত্বড়েোর িড়য় যচোড়ের জড়ল েোসড়যন  - যেন ত্যত্ন  আবোর ত্নড়জর 

অজোড়ন্তই  মরমী সঙ্গীযড়িমীর যচযনোয় যেড়ক যফলড়যন ত্নড়জড়ক। আমোর অড়নক ত্নবুণত্দ্ধযোর জনি উত্ন যেমন বকো -

েকোও করড়যন মোড়ে মোড়ে, যদড়েত্ছ  ঠিক যোর পড়রই যেিশীল ত্পযোর মড়যো  েুলটো বুত্েড়য় বলড়যনও ত্মত্ি কড়র। মনটো 
েড়র  যেয যেন এক অদু্ভয সুন্দর েোড়লোলোেোয়, েোড়লোবোসোয়। ত্িংড়স করড়য ইড়ে িড়যো যেন কোকুর দইু যমড়য়র 

ওপর।কোকুড়ক যদড়েই আত্ম উপলত্ি কড়রত্ছ - েোড়লো মোনুষ নো িড়ল কেড়নো েোড়লো ত্শল্পী  িওয়ো েোয় নো। 
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Highly Amazed , When I saw You 

 



 

আড়ে ব  মোড়পর, বড় ো মড়নর মোনুষ, যোরপর ব  ত্শল্পী! েোড়নর যেযর ত্দড়য় কোকু যে সঙ্গীয ঈশ্বড়রর সন্ধোন 

যপড়য়ত্ছড়লন - যসকেো শুড়নত্ছলোম যকৌশোনীড়য এক পোঞ্জোত্ব সন্ন্িোসীর মুড়ে।  সড়ন্ধিড়বলো যকৌশোত্নর েোন্ধী আশ্রড়ম ঘড়রোয়ো 

েোড়নর আসড়র আলোপ িড়য়ত্ছল ত্িমোলড়য় যপসিো করো এক সন্ন্িোসীর সোড়ে।  পত্রচড়য়র পোলো যশষ িবোর পড়রই যোাঁর  মুড়ে 

শুড়নত্ছলোম পত্রষ্কোর আফড়সোড়সর কেো।  বড়লত্ছড়লন - আমরো এড়যো বছর ত্িমোলড়য়র দেুণম জোয়েোয় এড়যো যপসিো কড়রও 

ঈশ্বড়রর যকোড়নো সন্ধোন পোইত্ন।  ত্কন্তু মোন্ন্ো যি জী যোাঁর  েোন ত্দড়য় কড়বই ঈশ্বড়রর সন্ধোন যপড়য় যেড়ছন।  মোন্ন্ো যি জী র 

েোন শুড়ন ঈশ্বড়রর উপলত্ি িয় যোাঁর।  ত্যত্ন কোকুড়ক যোাঁর িণ্োম জোনোড়য বড়লত্ছড়লন আমোয়। 

েোড়নর সুড়র ত্কেোড়ব যে দ:ুে  কিড়ক জয় করড়য পোরড়যন ত্যত্ন - যসটো িেম যদড়েত্ছলোম আত্ম একত্দন ওনোর 

েোড়নর যরকত্িণ ং এ।  েোরযযীেণ েোড়নর অিোলবোম এর যরকত্িণ ং এর সময়।  এই সময় উত্ন সোড়য়টিকো র বিোেোয় েীষণ্ 

কি পোত্েড়লন। সু্টত্িওড়য যদোযলোয় ত্সাঁত্  ত্দড়য় িোয় উেড়যই পোরত্ছড়লন নো।  ত্কন্তু আশ্চেণি, অয  কি কড়র ওেোর পড়র 
েেন িোরড়মোত্নয়োম বোত্জড়য় েোন েোইড়য শুরু করড়লন, সমস্ত েন্ত্রণ্োর ছোপ চড়ল  যেল এক লিমোয়। 

  কোউড়ক যকোড়নো কেো ত্দড়ল উত্ন রোেড়যন-ই। মড়ন আড়ছ, ২০০৬ সোড়লর ৩রো ত্িড়সম্বর ত্সউত্  যয একটো যিোগ্রোড়ম 

ওনোর েোবোর কেো ত্ছল।  কেো ত্দড়য়ত্ছড়লন উড়দিোক্তোড়দর।  ত্কন্তু যসত্দন ত্ছল রোজননত্যক অত্িরযোর চূ োন্ত একটি ত্দন। 
ত্সঙ্গরু পত্রত্িত্য  যেন অত্িেেণ । েেন যেন রোস্তো অবড়রোি চলড়ছ। অড়নড়কর বিোরন সড়ত্ত্বও উত্ন ঠিক করড়লন - কেো 

েেন ত্দড়য়ড়ছন, যেন ত্যত্ন েোড়বন ই।  যেরকম েোবো, যসরকমই  কোজ।   ত্কন্তু যসত্দন ওাঁনোর েোত্ র ড্রোইেোর আসড়য 

পোরড়বন নো বড়লত্ছড়লন, এমন ত্ক যকোড়নো েো োর েোত্  ও পোনত্ন রোস্তো অবড়রোি েোকোর আশঙ্কোয়। আর যসই সুড়েোড়ে  

আমোর জীবড়নও িড়য় যেড়লো একটো অদু্ভয অত্েজ্ঞযো। েত্দও ওনোড়ক ত্নড়য় ড্রোইে কড়র যোর আড়ে ও পড়র অড়নক 

জোয়েোড়যই যেত্ছ, ত্কন্তু ওনোড়ক ত্নড়য় এযটো রোস্তো লং ড্রোইে যসই আমোর িেম।  ওনোড়ক ত্সউত্  ত্নড়য় যেলোম এবং ত্ফড়র 

এলোম  আত্ম আমোর েোত্  চোত্লড়য়। টোনো যসই ৯-১০ ঘন্টো আমোড়ক শুিু সঙ্গ যদবোর জনিই পোড়শ বড়স যেড়য় চলড়লন - 

এড়কর পর এক েোন, যশোনোড়লন েোন তযত্রর নোনোন েল্প, যরকত্িণ ং -এর সময়কোর নোনোন অত্েজ্ঞযো। যসত্দন সত্যিই 

আমোর জীবড়ন এড়সত্ছড়লো একটো এমন ত্দন - েো যকোড়নোত্দন ও েুলড়য পোরড়বো নো।  যড়ব আফড়সোসও িয় এই যেড়ব যে 

যসই সুন্দর আলোপচোত্রযোর এবং  েোত্ল েলোর েোন যরকিণ  কড়র রোেো যেড়লো নো, কোরণ্ েোত্ ড়য আত্ম আর উত্ন ছো ো 

আর যকউ ত্ছড়লোনো যসত্দন।  

 যসত্দন ওনোর আড়রো একটো পত্রচয় আত্ম যপড়য়ত্ছলোম।  বয়স যে ওনোড়ক যেনও যকোড়নোেোড়বই একটু ছুাঁ ড়য  

পোড়রত্ন - যসটো যসত্দড়নর পর আবোর নযুন কড়র এবং আড়রো েোড়লোেোড়ব বুড়েত্ছলোম আত্ম।  যসত্দন আমরো িোয় দপুুর 

১টো নোেোদ েোত্রো শুরু কড়র ত্বকোল ৫ টোর পর যপৌাঁড়ছ ত্ছলোম ত্সউত্ ড়য। ওেোড়ন যপৌাঁড়ছই ক্লোত্ন্তিীন ত্যত্ন বড়স যেড়লন 

েোড়নর যরওয়োজ  করড়য।  
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 িোয় ২ ঘন্টো যরওয়োজ কড়র যোরপর িোয় সড়ন্ধ  সোড়  সোযটোয় েোন করড়য বসড়লন মড়ঞ্চ। েোন চলড়লো টোনো 

রোয সোড়  দশটো অবত্ি একটোনো, দশণকড়দর অনুড়রোড়ি। যোরপড়রই আবোর যফরোর পোলো। বোত্  ত্ফরড়লন রোয িোয় ৩ 

যটর সমড়য়।  সবড়চড়য় আশ্চড়েণর বিোপোর উত্ন যোর কড়য়কঘন্টো পড়রই যেোড়রর ফ্লোইট িড়র ত্ফড়র ত্েড়য়ত্ছড়লন  বিোঙ্গোড়লোর 

এ। উত্ন বিোঙ্গোড়লোর যপৌাঁড়ছ  েেন আমোয় যফোন কড়রত্ছড়লন - আত্ম যেনও ঘুড়মোত্েলোম!  ১৯১৯ সোড়লর ১ড়ম যয জন্ম 

যনওয়ো যসই মোনুষটোর যেন বয়স  ৮৭ ছোত্ ড়য়ড়ছ। এেড়নো েুব অবোক িড়য় েোত্ব - এড়যো অত্বশ্বোসি উদ্দ্িম, এবং 
জীবনীশত্ক্ত উত্ন যপড়যন ত্ক কড়র?  

যোই মড়ন িয, ত্কংবদত্ন্ত এই ত্শল্পীর িত্যটি মিূুযণ , িত্যটি েোন, ঘটনো, অনুষ্ঠোন, ছত্ব - সব ত্কছু আমোড়দর 

সেড়ে সংরক্ষন করোর িড়য়োজন আড়ছ।  আমোড়দর িজন্ম এবং যোর পড়রর সমস্ত িজড়ন্মর জনি যসই সংরক্ষণ্ অযিন্ত 

জরুত্র। এটো ঠিক মড়যো নো করড়য পোরড়ল - েত্বষিৎ িজন্ম যকোড়নোত্দন ও আমোড়দর ক্ষমো করড়ব নো।  এ দোত্য়ত্ত্ব আমোড়দর 

সকড়লর। সমস্ত মননশীল মোনুষড়ক এত্েড়য় আসড়য িড়ব এই কোড়জ িোয লোেোড়য এবং যো করড়য িড়ব আড়রো যবশ যদত্র িড়য় 

েোবোর আড়েই।   

 ত্কংবদত্ন্ত ত্শল্পী মোন্ন্ো যদ যক এবং একজন েীষণ্ রকড়মর মরমী এবং ত্িয় মোনুষ মোন্ন্োকোকুড়ক েুব কোছ যেড়ক 

যদেোর অড়নক অত্েজ্ঞযোই িড়য়ড়চড়য় আমোর। যসই সব অত্েজ্ঞযো বলড়য আরম্ভ করড়ল যশষও িড়বনো। যসসব আত্ম 

আমোর বই - "মোন্ন্ো যদ মোন্ন্িবড়রষু" এবং "মোন্ন্ো যদ" যয ত্লড়েত্ছ। এেোড়ন যোই যসসব আর নো বড়লই অননি একটো যছোট 
ঘটনোর কেো বড়ল এই যলেো যশষ করড়বো। 

বছর কড়য়ক আড়েই িোও োর এক সংেেন -এর অনুষ্ঠোন ত্ছল রবীন্দ্র সদড়ন, সকোল এ।  যসত্দনও ত্ছল ত্শল্পীর 

একক েোড়নর অনুষ্ঠোন। অনুষ্ঠোন যশড়ষ উত্ন েোত্ ড়য উড়ে বড়সড়ছন।  েোত্  সড়বমোত্র চলড়য শুরু কড়রড়ছ - এমন সময় 

ত্েড় র মড়িি যকোেো  ত্দড়য় ছুড়ট এড়লন এক অল্পবয়সী মো, যোাঁর ৫/৬ বছর বয়সী  যছড়লর িোয িড়র ত্ি ত্ি  কড়র টোনড়য 

টোনড়য। যসোজো ত্যত্ন চড়ল এড়লন েো ীর  সোমড়নর বোমত্দড়কর দরজোর যেোলো জোনলো র পোড়শ।  ওই জোনলো ত্দড়য় যেন 

ত্শল্পী িোয যনড়  ত্বদোয় ত্নড়েন।  িেোৎ যসই যরুণ্ী মো ত্শল্পীর িোযটো যটড়ন যোাঁর  যছড়লর মোেোয় একবোর বুত্লড়য় ত্দড়লন 

আর যোরপর পরম যৃত্িড়য িোত্সমুড়ে যছড়লড়ক বলড়য লোেড়লন - েোক, যুই েেবোড়নর আশীবণোদ যপড়য় যেত্ল। যযোর আর 

যকোড়নো ত্চন্তো যনই।  যকোড়নোরকম কিোড়মরো বোর করোর আড়েই ঘটনোটো ঘড়ট যেড়লো যচোড়ের পলড়ক এবং যোরপর  যসই 

যরুণ্ী মো  ত্মত্লড়য় যেড়লন েীড় র মড়িি যছড়লর িোয িড়র। 

আজ এই ঘটনোটো আমোর েুব মড়ন প ড়ছ কোরণ্ আমোড়দর সবোর অযিন্ত ত্িয় এই সঙ্গীয ত্শল্পী এবং আমোর ত্িয় 

কোকু আমোড়দর মোেোর ওপড়রও এরকম ই  আশীবণোড়দর িোয সব সমড়য় যরড়েত্ছড়লন বড়লই  আমরো যোর  িোয় সমস্ত সৃত্ি, 

েোন, ইন্টোরত্েউ, অনুষ্ঠোন ইযিোত্দ সবত্কছু িড়র রোেড়য যপড়রত্ছ। রবীন্দ্র েোরযী ত্বশ্বত্বদিোলয় এ ওনোর নোমোত্ঙ্কয এক 

আকণ োইেও  করড়য যপড়রত্ছলোম ত্বশ্বত্বদিোলড়য়র অনুড়রোড়ি। েত্দও যোর কড়য়ক বছর পর যোরো যসটি বন্ধ কড়র যদন।  
ত্কন্তু যস েল্প আজ নয়, অনিত্দন! 
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Corona virus  disease (COVID-19) advice for the public – World Health 

Organization 

You can reduce your chances of being infected or spreading COVID-19 by taking some 
simple precautions: 

• Regularly and thoroughly clean your hands with an alcohol-based hand rub or 
wash them with soap and water. Why? Washing your hands with soap and water 
or using alcohol-based hand rub kills viruses that may be on your hands. 

• Maintain at least 1 metre (3 feet) distance between yourself and others. Why? 
When someone coughs, sneezes, or speaks they spray small liquid droplets from 
their nose or mouth which may contain virus. If you are too close, you can 
breathe in the droplets, including the COVID-19 virus if the person has the 
disease. 

• Avoid going to crowded places. Why? Where people come together in crowds, 
you are more likely to come into close contact with someone that has COIVD-19 
and it is more difficult to maintain physical distance of 1 metre (3 feet). 

• Avoid touching eyes, nose and mouth. Why? Hands touch many surfaces and can 
pick up viruses. Once contaminated, hands can transfer the virus to your eyes, 
nose or mouth. From there, the virus can enter your body and infect you. 

• Make sure you, and the people around you, follow good respiratory hygiene. This 
means covering your mouth and nose with your bent elbow or tissue when you 
cough or sneeze. Then dispose of the used tissue immediately and wash your 
hands. Why? Droplets spread virus. By following good respiratory hygiene, you 
protect the people around you from viruses such as cold, flu and COVID-19. 

• Stay home and self-isolate even with minor symptoms such as cough, headache, 
mild fever, until you recover. Have someone bring you supplies. If you need to 
leave your house, wear a mask to avoid infecting others. Why? Avoiding contact 
with others will protect them from possible COVID-19 and other viruses. 

• If you have a fever, cough and difficulty breathing, seek medical attention, but 
call by telephone in advance if possible and follow the directions of your local 
health authority. Why? National and local authorities will have the most up to 
date information on the situation in your area. Calling in advance will allow your 
health care provider to quickly direct you to the right health facility. This will also 
protect you and help prevent spread of viruses and other infections. 

• Keep up to date on the latest information from trusted sources, such as WHO or 
your local and national health authorities. Why? Local and national authorities 
are best placed to advise on what people in your area should be doing to protect 
themselves. 

( Source : www.who.int  ) 
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Holistic Wellness 

 

• AVOID STRESS – Stress and fear weaken our immune system. Hence we should 
consciously avoid taking any stress as it directly impacts our immune system. 
 

• Do PRANAYAM  - Being active by practicing yoga or brisk walking will always help 
. In particular , Pranayam works best in strengthening our respiratory system. 
 

• TAKE PROPER REST – Good quality sleep every night recharges our immune 
system . 
 

• PRACTICE GRATITUDE & LOVE –Just as sanitizers and masks work as shields 
from outside , your healthy thought and immunity are your inner shields. We can 
spread a disease and on the other hand we can also spread love and gratitude. 
 

• MAINTAIN HYGIENE – Wash your hands at regular intervals in every 3-4 hours 
for 10-20 seconds thoroughly. 
 

What to Avoid 

 

• Avoid Handshakes – Our Namaste  works best  . 

 

• Avoid Crowded Places –We can ll do this not only for ourselves but also for the 
safety of others too. 
 

• Avoid Going Out –Use this time constructively at home instead of feeling  
stressed . Taking risk of going out is not advisable. 
 

• Avoid unnecessary Travel –This reduces the chance of ccatching infection and 
the lesser the infection ,the better it is . 
 

• Social Distancing –Practice social distancing for your own safety and the safety of 
others.This is our foremost responsibility  and we must act sensibly now. 
 

• Don’t Panic – Refrain from reading and seeing TV news frequently thus causing 
fear amongst people. 
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 10 Things for a  Healthy  You 

• Panta Bhaat – It is natural probiotic  which is excellent for a healthy gut.It 
regulates good bowl movement and cures constipation . Have 2 tsp overnight 
soaked cooked rice in one glass of water first thing in the  morning . 
 

• Drumsticks ( Sajne) – Drumsticks ar superfoods and one of the best foods  for 
building immunity. It contains high antibacterial qualities which help in in 
avoiding infection around the throat and chest area. Boil 6-7 pieces of finger size 
cut drumsticks in water for 15-20 minutes and chew the boiled drumsticks before 
lunch /dinner and just intake the pulp. 
 

• Jeera Pani – It is a excellent way to detox and helps in cleansing the entire 
system. Add 1 tsp jeera in one glass of water . Boil it for 10 minutes . Strain and 
drink the water in the morning . 
 

• Lemon Water – Lemon is a source of vitamin C and anti oxidants. Drinking lemon 
juice with warm water every morning helps in maintaining the proper pH balance 
of the body.It helps in fighting respiratory tract infections , sore throat , and 
inflammation of tonsils. 
 

• Herbal Tea – Drink herbal tea / decoction ( kadha) made from Tulsi , Dalchini , 
Black peeper , Dry ginger and Munakka once or twice a day. Add jiggery or fresh 
lime juice to your taste if needed. 
 

• Golden Milk – Half tea spoon Haldi powder in 150 ml hot milkand drink once or 
twice a day. 
 

• Intermittent Fasting – It is not a diet but rather a eating pattern . It is an eating 
cycle between periods of fasting feasting. It helps to reduce oxidative stress and 
inflammation in the body. The 16/8 method   involves fasting for 14 – 16 hours 
restricting  eating  window to 8-10 hours. 
 

• Addiction – Good bye to all addictions particularly consumption of alcohol and 
smoking . 
 

• Have seeds regularly – Seeds , Sunflowerseeds , Pumkin seeds , flax seeds  are a 
great source of healthy fats , vegetarian  proteins , fibres  and antioxidants. Mix 
equal amounts of seeds in a box and have 2-3 tsp of mixed seeds as your 
evening snacks . 

• Meditation – Meditation reduces inflammation and enhances our immune 
functions .Start small with just few minutes every day and increase the period 
gradually preferably under guidance. 
( Source :www. Indraprasthadiagonostics .com , www. drgulatiimaging.in ) 
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Corona virus 

The corona virus outbreak came to light on December 31, 2019 when China informed 
the World Health Organisation of a cluster of cases of pneumonia of an unknown cause 
in Wuhan City in Hubei Province. Subsequently the disease spread to more Provinces in 
China, and to the rest of the world. The WHO has now declared it a pandemic. The 
virus has been named SARS-CoV-2 and the disease is now called COVID-19. In March 
2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared the COVID-19 outbreak a 
pandemic. Signs and symptoms of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) may appear 
two to 14 days after exposure. This time after exposure and before having symptoms is 
called the incubation period. The severity of COVID-19 symptoms can range from very 
mild to severe. Some people may have only a few symptoms, and some people may 
have no symptoms at all. People who are older or who have existing chronic medical 
conditions, such as heart disease, lung disease, diabetes, severe obesity, chronic kidney 
or liver disease, or who have compromised immune systems may be at higher risk of 
serious illness. The virus appears to spread easily among people, and more continues to 
be discovered over time about how it spreads. Data has shown that it spreads from 
person to person among those in close contact (within about 6 feet, or 2 meters). The 
virus spreads by respiratory droplets released when someone with the virus coughs, 
sneezes or talks. These droplets can be inhaled or land in the mouth or nose of a 
person nearby. It can also spread if a person touches a surface with the virus on it and 
then touches his or her mouth, nose or eyes, although this isn't considered to be a main 
way it spreads. Stay at Home , Avoid visiting places of mass gathering , Use mask/ face 
shield whenever visiting outside for any urgent work , Maintaining Social Distancing ,  
Hand washing with soap water for 20 -30 seconds or use Alcohol based sanitizer , Avoid 
touching your eyes , nose and mouth etc  are recommended  for precautions to avoid 
any sort of infection from COVID -19.World wide spread of the disease is in 216 
countries with infection of nearly 16 million people as on date. 
 
( Source : www.the hindu.com > topic >corona virus ) 

Indian economy in corona time: Agriculture only bright spot 

Corona virus outbreak stalled Indian economy by forcing closure of factories and 
offices. Agriculture, however, has done well and is likely to grow at 3 per cent. It is a 
good news as it employs more than half of India's workforce. The Indian economy is 
left with agriculture, only agriculture to depend upon.  
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And, the good news is that  India is expecting record food-grain production at almost 
300 million tonnes -- 298.32 million tonnes to be precise (149.92 MT kharif + 148.4 MT 
rabi). The government now has to ensure that all food-grains that farmers want to sell 
in the market is picked up. This is particularly necessary because with seemingly less 
significant contribution to the GDP at around 16 per cent, agriculture provides 
employment to about 55 per cent of workforce in India. “The farm sector will grow by 3 
per cent this year despite adverse conditions and it would add at least 0.5 per cent to 
India's GDP growth in 2020-21", as ascertained by NITI Aayog. To top it up, the Indian 
Meteorological Department (IMD) has predicted a normal monsoon in 2020.  
 
 (Source : https://www.indiatoday.in/news-analysis/story/coronavirus-lockdown-covid-
19-impact-on-economy-agriculture ). 
 

Atmanirbhar Agriculture 

Projecting a vision of ‘Atmanirbhar Agriculture’,  it can be achieved by transforming 
farmers into entrepreneurs, providing investment opportunities and making India the 
food basket for the world. The competence of Indian farmers and efforts of the industry 
in the COVID-19 crisis situation is evident by the fact that the area covered by kharif 
sowing this year has reached 316 lakh hectares so far, as compared to 154 lakh 
hectares in the year-ago period. Developing a strong agri ecosystem by providing 
access to better marketing avenues for farmers’ produce and freeing up the sector from 
restrictive laws is a key focus area for the government,”  as intimated by an official 
statement . The agri ecosystem is also being strengthened by several enabling 
schemes. These include the Agri Infra Fund of Rs 1 lakh crore for post harvest 
infrastructure, a scheme for 10,000 farmer producer organisations (FPOs), special drive 
to include 25 million farmers who still do not have the Kisan Credit Cards (KCC), and 
developing a digital agri-stack which will be a key enabler for online marketplaces and 
smart agriculture. The country is the fourth largest producer of agrochemicals, has the 
largest livestock population of around 31 per cent of the world’s livestock and has the 
largest land area under irrigation. However, food processing in India is less than 10 per 
cent and the target is to increase it to 25 per cent. There is increasing demand for 
value-added health-fortified and processed food. The global organic market is growing 
at 12 per cent per annum.  Comparing livestock rearing to an ATM for farmers, no 
product is as fast moving as milk for a retailer.  However, the per capita consumption of 
milk in India is still only 394 gms per day as compared to 500-700 gms per day in the 
US and Europe. The aim is to raise market demand in the dairy sector to 290 million 
tonnes, from 158 million tonnes presently, over the next five years. The share of the 
organised sector in milk processing is targeted to be raised to 50 per cent from present 
30-35 per cent . The government’s key targets in this sector in the next five years are 
to increase fish production from 137.58 lakh tonnes in 2018-19  
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to 220 lakh tonnes in 2024-25.  Average aquaculture productivity is  to be raised from 
3.3 tonne per hectare to 5 tonne per hectare in 2024-25.  Fisheries exports  are to be 
raised to Rs 1 lakh crore by 2024-25 and Rs 2 lakh crore by 2028, and employment 
generation from about 15 lakhs in 2018-19 to about 55 lakhs in 2024-25. 

( Source : https://www.financialexpress.com/economy/modi-govt-envisions-
atmanirbhar-agriculture-through-investments-ecosystem-upgrade/2005988/) 

Locust (Schistocerca gregaria ) Attack 

Swarms of locusts have invaded vast swathes of land in India since April 11th this year. 
They entered several districts of Rajasthan via Pakistan’s Sindh province. Few days 
later, they entered the neighboring State of Madhya Pradesh. Many districts in Uttar 
Pradesh have now been put on alert. This locust attack has affected about 90,000 
hectares across 20 districts in Rajasthan. Favourable rain-bearing winds aided their 
transport towards India. This quickly growing swarm is now threatening to amplify into 
an agrarian disaster.  Last year, mature locusts had entered parts of India after a gap 
of 26 years. But the locusts that have come in this year are immature. Immature 
locusts are not fully grown and have the capacity to cause more harm. 
The locusts which entered India were about 10-12 days old and were flying huge 
distances in search of food. Since the Rabi crop harvesting is over and the Kharif 
sowing season is yet to begin, they were unable to find any vegetation. They will now 
start laying eggs after the onset of monsoon and continue breeding for two more 
months. According to the Food and Agriculture Organisation, the destructive power of a 
typical locust swarm can be enormous. The size of these swarms can vary - from less 
than one square kilometre to several hundred square kilometres. A one square 
kilometre swarm contains about 40 million locusts. They can eat as much food as 
35,000 people assuming that each individual consumes 2.3 kg of food per day. Most 
countries combating locust swarms are mainly relying on organophosphate chemicals. 
These are applied in small concentrated doses by vehicle-mounted and aerial 
sprayers. Drones can also used to drive away Locust.  In Uttar Pradesh, local villagers 
have been asked to make noise by beating ‘thalis’ and bursting crackers. Officials say 
these measures will help in controlling or eliminating locusts at their resting place. 

 ( Source : https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/agriculture/locust-attack-in-
india/article31729025.ece ) 

Promoting Scientific Washing of Vegetables and Fruits during 
Pandemic period 

Proper washing of vegetables and fruits during pandemic is more important than ever 
before as it helps to remove various harmful microorganisms. Washing fresh produce is 
also important as it tends to have more soil attached to it than pre packaged fruits and 
vegetables.  
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To prevent the spread of Covid-19 many people started washing vegetables & fruits 
with soap and detergent which is not a good practice. Farm women are also further 
advised  by KVKs to wash vegetables and fruits in luke warm water by adding salt/ 
alum/ vinegar/ baking soda(1teaspoon in a bucket of 10 lts.) which ever is easily 
available at home and soaking them for at least 1-2 hours to make them free from any 
contamination. Advisory regarding washing and soaking of vegetables and fruits before 
taking it inside home or putting them in refrigerator to avoid the spread of virus has 
been  sent through Whatsapp groups, text messages and phone calls. 

( Source : https://icar.org.in/sites/default/files/Innovative_Agri-Solutions_COVID-19-
2020-1106 ) 

Value Added Products of Amla (Phyllanthus emblica)  - Immunity 
Booster 

Daily consumption of Amla (Indian gooseberry) can boost the immunity due to its high 
concentration of Vitamin C. Its consumption also helps to boost metabolism and 
prevents viral and bacterial ailments including cold and cough. Š During this critical 

condition (COVID-19), the consumption of Amla is very essential in the diet to improve 
the levels of vitamin C in the body. Even value added products consumed by people add 
vitamin C to their diet. Value addition of Amla in the form of pickle, candy, murabba, 
chutney jam, pickle etc helps for prolonging the availability in market. With the helps of 
technology backstopping provided earlier by KVKs, e-services, scientists provided 
information about the sale of different Amla products like Amla candy, murabba, pickle, 
chutney, jam etc to fulfill the sudden demand of the people. Even advisories were 
issued to consume Amla in the diet so that the immunity of body can be increased to 
fight against the infection. Thus the SHGs and FPOs who added value to their products 
avoided losses and earned a steady income even during the lockdown. 

( Source : https://icar.org.in/sites/default/files/Innovative_Agri-Solutions_COVID-19-
2020-1106 ) 

Eat these foods now to boost your immunity 

The more nutrient dense foods you can get in daily diet, the better. There are five 
significantly potent immune-boosting nutrients that will give your body an extra wall of 
defense. 

Zinc 
 
Zinc is a well-loved mineral in the immunity world. It nourishes and supports the innate 
(first defense) and adaptive immunity (long-term, has memory). Zinc is a cofactor for 
over 200 enzymatic reactions within the body, with many of these being immune 
dependent mechanisms. 
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It supports the thymus gland in adaptive T-cell production/regulation and acts as a 
free-radical scavenger. We love zinc as it supports against viruses and bacterial 
pathogens and promotes healthy function and integrity for our white blood cells: 
macrophages, neutrophils, natural killer cells, T-cells and lymphocytes. 
 
Food Sources: Pumpkin seeds, sunflower seeds, egg yolks, seafood, oysters, 
beef 
 
Vitamin C 
 
This is probably your go-to nutrient when it comes to immune boosting superstars, and 
all for the right reasons! Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) is one of the body's most essential 
antioxidants, and we need constantly replenish it from external sources. Vitamin C has 
shown to significantly strengthen the body's immunity, particularly during times of 
stress and infections. White blood cells have high concentrations of vitamin C that are 
essential to all levels of defense against free radicals, pathogens and inflammation. It 
helps to upsurge white blood cells (first defense and adaptive) communication, 
durability and pathogen killing abilities! Vitamin C contains substantial detoxification and 
anti-inflammatory properties and is a great nutrient to have on hand for viruses, 
bacterial infections - especially for systemic or respiratory conditions. 
 
Food Sources: Green leafy vegetables, citrus fruits, kiwis, papayas, 
strawberries, mango, red peppers, and cabbage. 
 
Vitamin A 
 
Vitamin A comes in many different molecular structures, retinyl palmitate is one of the 
most abundant forms and retinyl esters are found mainly in animal products such as: 
eggs, liver, fish oils, milk and butter. Plants provide us with the precursors to Vitamin A 
in a carotenoid form, this proceeds to further biochemical reactions to make Vitamin 
A.Vitamin A is excellent for skin and gut integrity, which is our first line of defense from 
the exterior pathogenic world. 
 
Food Sources: Orange coloured fruits/vegetables and dark green leafy 
vegetables: papaya, squash, carrots, spinach, broccoli, sweet potatoes, kale, 
and pumpkin. 
 
Vitamin D 
Vitamin D is best sourced from UV sunlight, it is obtained through 2 pathways: 
activation within the skin and through the diet. If you receive adequate levels of 
sunlight, usually you would not need to supplement vitamin D. Unfortunately, many of 
us live in a rather gloomy climates where supplementation is vital. 
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 Vitamin D has been shown to significantly regulate immunity and to support auto-
immune conditions.  
This wonderful fat-soluble vitamin also enhances the first defense system mechanisms 
against pathogens and improve our immune systems; targeting, natural killing and 
detoxification processes. 
 
Food Sources: Eggs, liver, fatty fish, and butter. 
 
Selenium 
 
Selenium is an essential trace element found in high quantities within immune tissues 
such as the spleen and lymphatics. It has been shown to regulate innate and adaptive 
immunity, particularly against virulence of viruses, sometimes these can be harmless 
but without sufficient selenium, they can mutate into more powerful and detrimental 
forms.Selenium can improve response times and increase natural killer production . 
 
Food sources: brazil nuts, alfalfa, organic meats/eggs, onion, garlic and 
broccoli. 
( Source : https://www.dtnext.in/Lifestyle/Wellbeing/2020/03/18140315/1220672/Eat-
these-foods-now-to-boost-your-immunity.) 

Herbs and Spices That Strengthen  Immune System 

In the wake of COVID-19 pandemic, there’s been a lot of interest in ways to strengthen 
one’s immune system, and thus build a first line of defence against the deadly 
virus.Immunity cannot be built up in a day, but the good news is that eating a well-
balanced diet and being physically and mentally active is usually enough to keep your 
immune system in good health.There are however, many natural ingredients know to 
help boost your immunity. Since ancient times, herbs and spices were well known for 
their medicinal properties, with over 80 spices grown in different parts of the world, 
particularly in Asia. India is home to several spices that are used extensively in 
traditional medicine.According to the World Health Organisation, around 80% of the 
world’s population uses herbal medicines for primary health care, particularly across 
Europe and South Asia. Research indicates that many of these herbs not only have anti-
inflammatory properties, they also help build up the body’s natural immunity. And 
unlike allopathic medicines, which can have serious side effects, most of these herbs 
and spices are relatively safe. 
Here’s a list of herbs and spices that can help improve immunity: 
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 Basil. Basil refers to herb’s botanical name Ocimum basilicum and is a member of the 
mint family .  The leaves of this easily available plant are rich in phytonutrients (such as 
antioxidants, flavanol) chlorophyll, vitamins, and minerals, as well as Eugenol, a 
bioactive compound that has anti-microbial, anti-fungal and anti-bacterial properties 
and reduces stress and plasma glucose levels. You can chew 4-5 fresh basil leaves 
every morning (make sure you wash them well in running water) or infuse them with 
your morning tea.  

Ginger is well known for its anti-inflammatory, antifungal, and anti-cancer properties. 
In traditional medicine, ginger has been extensively used for curing colds and coughs, 
nausea, asthma, travel sickness, morning sickness, arthritis, gastrointestinal complaints 
and even depression. Consume it as ginger tea, which involves crushing ginger and 
boiling it with tea leaves and water. Powdered ginger mixed with pulverized cloves, 
cardamom and caraway has been used for digestive ailments since ancient times. 
 
Fenugreek ( Methi)  is a well-known herb in the Ayurvedic system of medicine which 
acts a natural anti-oxidant and strengthens immune system. It is not only used as an 
herb (dried or fresh leaves), spice(seeds), vegetable (fresh leaves) but also as a 
condiment in artificial flavoring of maple syrup or in the production of steroids. You can 
add fenugreek seeds as preservatives in pickles as they are rich in vitamin E. Dried 
leaves of fenugreek are used for flavoring vegetable dishes, fish and meat. Herbal tea 
made with fenugreek, honey and lemon is a traditional remedy to treat fever. Sprouted 
seeds of fenugreek and microgreens are used in salads, while fenugreek fiber can be 
used to cure constipation. 

Garlic has potent anti-oxidant properties, and helps in reducing stress and high blood 
pressure. It also helps to enhance thiamine (vitamin B1) absorption in the body . It is 
always best to chop or crush garlic before consuming it, because it works better when 
in contact with oxygen. Garlic is used to add flavour to almost every form of cuisine . 
 
Turmeric contains a bioactive compound known as curcumin, which acts as an anti-
inflammatory agent. Commonly used in India for curries and other dishes, it can also be 
consumed as a decoction (kadha) made from grated ginger, tulsi and turmeric once 
daily to improve immunity as recommended by AYUSH. 

There is no single food that is a magic pill for a healthy body. Apart from including 
these herbs and spices in your diet, you must exercise both your body and your mind 
regularly, make necessary lifestyle changes, and practice gratitude. 

( Source : https://poshan.outlookindia.com/story/poshan-news-covid-19-herbs-that-
strengthen-your-immune-system/350819 ) 
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M/S Association of Retired Indian Council of Agricultural Research Employees 

C/43,New Garia Development Co-operative Housing Society, 

Kolkata--700094 

RECEIPTS & PAYMENTS ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31st MARCH, 2020 

 RECEIPTS Amount.(Rs.)  PAYMENTS Amount.(Rs.) 
To Opening Balance  By Xerox 150.00 

 Cash-in-hand 15041.00 By Audit Fee & Renewal 1700.00 

 Cash-at-bank 141623.3 By Meeting Expenses 9426.00 
To Life Membership Fee 74300.00 By Website (Part payment) 7575.00 
To Donation(including Picnic) 33300.00 By Picnic 27600.00 
To Bank Interest 3483.00 By Sms Charges 4.35 

   By Annual General Meeting 13640.00 

   By Ilish Utsov 7700.00 

   By Vijaya Sanmilani 3400.00 

   By Felicilation 1888.00 

   By Misc (Flex,postage) 841.00 

   By Cash-at-bank(UCO Bank) 73826.95 

   By Fixed Deposit(UCO Bank) 100000.00 

     By Cash-in-hand  19996.00 

   267747.30    267747.30 

 
INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31st MARCH, 2020 

 E X P E N D I T U R E Amount(Rs)  I N C O M E Amount(Rs.) 
T0 Xerox 150.00 By Life Membership Fee 74300.00 
T0 Audit Fee & Renewal 1700.00 By Donation (including Picnic) 33300 
T0 Meeting Expenses 9426.00 By Bank Interest 3483.00 
T0 Website (Part Payment) 7575.00    
T0 Picnic 27600.00    
T0 Sms Charges 4.35    
T0 Annual General Meeting 13640.00    
To Ilish Utsov 7700.00    
To Felicilation 1888.00    
To Vijaya Sanmilani 3400.00    
To Misc (Flex,postage) 841.00    

To Surplus 37158.65    

   111083.00    111083.00 
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ARICARE Accounts for 

2019 -20 

 



BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31st MARCH, 2020 

  LIABILITIES Amount (Rs.)  ASSETS Amount(Rs) 
 Opening Balance   Closing Balance  
 Cash-in-Hand 15041.00  Cash-in-Hand 19996.00 

 Cash-at-Bank 141623.30  Cash-at-Bank 73826.95 

 Add Net Surplus 37158.65  (UCO Bank-32210110007921) 

    Fixed Deposit (UCO Bank) 100000 

   193822.95    193822.95 

( Source : Shri Sumit Ranjan Sarkar , Former AAO , ICAR – NINFET and presently 

Treasurer , ARICARE) 

 

 
The empanelled Hospitals/ Diagnostic Test Centres   to have  indoor Medical facility as 
approved   for ICAR Pensioners and their dependents , are reported below .   Medical 
Identity Cards  are also being issued to Retired ICAR Employees by ICAR Institutes at 
Kolkata. 
ICAR – NINFET Empanelled Hospitals 

• Disha Eye Hospitals Private Ltd  , Kolkata 

• Peerless Hospitex Hospital and Research Centre , Kolkata 

• R.G. Stone Urology and Laparoscopy Hospital , Kolkata 

• Sursut Eye Hospital and Research Centre , Kolkata 

• Institute of Child Health , Kolkata 

• BM Birla Heart Research Centre , Kolkata 

• Desun Hospital and Heart Institute, Kolkata 

• Naba Jiban Hospital Pvt. Ltd., Kolkata 

• Medica  Superspeciality Hospital , Kolkata 

• Nihar Munshi Eye Foundation , Kolkata 

• Nehru Memorial Techno Global Hospital, Barrackpur , West Bengal 

• Suraksha Diagnostic Private Limited , Kolkata 

• B. P. Poddar Hospital & Medical Research Ltd., Kolkata 

• Apollo Gleneagles Hospitals , Kolkata 

• AMRI Hospitals Limited, P-4 & P-5, C.I.T Scheme, LXXII, Block A, Gariahat Road , 

Kolkata -29 ( All Branches except Bhubaneswar) 
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Indoor Medical Facility 

 



 

ICAR-CRIJAF Empanelled Hospitals 

• Narayana Multispeciality Hospital , Barasat , West Bengal 

• Amri Hospitals , Saltlake , Kolkata 

• Peerless Hospitex Hospital and Research Centre , Kolkata 

• Nehru Memrial Techno Global Hospital , Barrackpur , West Bengal 

• Disha Eye Hospitals , Kolkata 

• B. P. Podder Hospital and Medical Research , New Alipur , Kolkata 

• Hayat Hospital , Guwahati 

• Suraksha Diagnostic Private Limited , Saltlake , Kolkata 

• Serum Analysis Centre , Kolkata 

• R.B. Diagnostic Private Ltd , Kolkata 

• Charnock Hospital, Kolkata 

• Currae Eye Care , Kolkata 

• B.M. Birla Heart Research Centre ,Kolkata 

• Apollo Gleneagles Hospitals , Kolkata 

• Gouri Devi Hospital and Research Institute, Durgapur , West Bengal 

• Vivekananda Hospital, Durgapur, West Bengal 

• IQ City Narayana Multispeciality Hospital, Durgapur , West Bengal 

• Institute of Child Health,Kolkata 

• Woodland Hospital, Shillong , Meghalaya 

• ASG Eye Care (A unit of ASG hospital Pvt. Ltd.),Guwahati, Assam 

ICAR – CIFRI Empanelled Hospitals 

• Suraksha Diagnostic Private Limited , Kolkata 

• Narayana Multispeciality Hospital , Barasat , West Bengal 

• Currae Eye Care Centre , Kolkata 

• Peerless Hospitex Hospital and Research Centre , Kolkata 

• R.G. Stone Urology and Laparoscopy Hospital , Kolkata 

• Disha Eye Hospitals Private Ltd  , Kolkata 
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         Late (Dr.)  Rathindra Nath Adhikari 

 
                                   It is a matter of profound grief that Dr. Rathindra Nath                                                                                                                                                
Adhikari   had left for his heavenly abode on 23rd February,2020. He retired from               
service   on 30.06.2013 after superannuation as Principal Scientist from ICAR-CSWCRTI, 
Dehradun. We pray to the Almighty for eternal peace of the departed soul and strength 
to the bereaved family. 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Nothing is Permanent in  this   World – not even our Troubles  - 

Charlie Chaplin 
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Obituary 

 

**** Words of Wisdom **** 
 

Three men were laying bricks,  
The first was asked: “what are you doing?” 
He answered: “Laying some bricks” 
The second man was asked: “what are you working for?” 
He answered: “Five dollars a day” 
The third man was asked: “what are you doing” 
He answered: “I am helping to build a great temple” 
 
Which man are you? 
So when a man takes credit for all his achievement, he must be 
absolutely arrogant. When Frank Buchman was complemented on 
founding the MRA movement, he said, “ I have done nothing but I have 
been wonderfully led” 
The fellow who never makes a mistake takes his orders from one who 
makes. 

     

 


